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Abstract
One of the key elements in any proposal aiming at reducing separation between
aircraft in landing and/or take-off is the wake vortex decay and transport when
in ground effects (IGE). Indeed, the severity metrics that are used to quantify
the severity of potential wake vortex encounters (WVE) require, as one of the
main WVE “impact parameters”, the decayed circulation of the vortex at the time
of encounter. So far, the detailed 3-D simulations, through advanced LES, of
wake vortices interacting with a ground has been carried out at “moderately high”
Reynolds numbers (e.g., of the order of 2-3 10^4) and certainly with good success.
Cases with cross-wind and/or with head wind have also been simulated, and for
weak to medium winds. The results of such LES have allowed to develop, and also
partially calibrate, physics-based simplified models for predicting the enhanced
decay rate of the wake vortices that occurs due to their strong interaction with the
ground; and that typically s...
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Channel flow with mild pressure gradient, 


























u = v = w = 0
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Wall-resolved LES 
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•  Define forcing velocity scale 
•  Mild blowing intensity 
 
•  Nx x Ny x Nz = 640 x 192 x 256 































Mean streamlines and velocity profiles 
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Instantaneous wall pressure and shear stress 



















Streamwise velocity at x/L = 0 
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Algebraic wall models 
•  Friction velocity is obtained from a prescribed 
   law of the wall and averaged (here a 5x5 window) 






















Pressure gradient effects 
•  Velocity scale 







Shih, Povinelli, Liu, Chen, Generalized wall function for complex turbulent flows, AIAA 2000 11 
u = u1 + u2





















Wall shear stress and wall pressure 
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WMLES - Reichardt 
WMLES - Shih
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RANS sub-layer models 
•  TBL equations with a RANS model 
 








Convective terms Pressure terms
RANS models with pressure gradient effects 
•  Duprat (2011) 
 
 



































⌧t = 1 + a p
+y+
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Correcting the effective viscosity in the RANS 
•  Some fluctuations are resolved on the RANS mesh 
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WMLES — Granville 
WMLES — Cabot & Moin
WMLES — Duprat
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RANS sublayer models: 
Wall shear stress and wall pressure 

































WMLES — Granville 



































RANS sublayer models: 
Velocity profiles 
WRLES
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RANS sublayer models: 
Velocity profiles 
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WMLES — Granville 





Conclusions and perspectives 
•  Mild pressure gradient, yet challenging test case for wall models 
•  Algebraic models: Reichardt law performs best for such a mild 
pressure gradient case 
•  RANS sublayer models: Granville      model performed reasonably 
well 















































































































































Shih wall function in our framework 
•  Compute pressure correction based on locally averaged pressure 
gradient : 
•  Compute wall model based on corrected field: 
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Shih LOTW with uτ and up from WRLES
Algebraic models: 
Velocity profiles 






























RANS sublayer models: 
Velocity profiles 
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